Report – visit in Italy for the project “Water in
Our World”

First day:
We were in school at 9:00am. In the
beginning of the day there were welcome
speeches from the principal of the school
and teachers. After that they gave to the
team of every country personal gifts and
T-shirts branded with the logo of the
project. They also gave every student and
teacher a badge with his/her name. We
made pictures together in one of the
gardens of the school. Then we were
separated in groups and we took a look of
the school – halls, gym, classrooms. We
even went in some classes. After a while
we went back in the main room and every
country presented the presentations which were the last activities of the
project. After finishing this, we went to a computer room where each of the
countries had to make a blog – the teachers showed us how and we had to
think of a name. When we were ready all of us went to restaurant opposite the
school where we had lunch. Then we went back at school and had to make a
poster – with all the Bulgarian symbols, a name characterizing Bulgaria on a
piece of paper which we designed. That was the last activity for the day.

Second day:
On the second day we visited the town of
Alcantara. After a while walking we saw the
river Alcantara. The name comes from
Turkish. We climbed up a bridge and saw it
from a little higher. In the past this bridge
was a station of hydro-electric system. Then
we went to see the Gole dell’Alcantara where
we
took
some photos
of us all. After
that we went
to the city of
Taormina.
We had a little free time in the center. When
we got together again we went to an
amphitheater. We learnt some facts about it
like the huge hole in the main columns is
because of a Dutch plane during Second World
War. We took a lot of photos on the amazing
views. Then we had a little more free time. And
it was time to go back.

Third day:
In the morning we went to Aci Castello where we were on the coast of the
Ionian Sea. We saw rocks which were black because they were lava stones.
Then we went to a beautiful castle right next to the sea. In the past they
watched from there for enemies who were coming from the sea. After that we
went to Aci Trezza where we had free time near the beach. And after the little
rest we went to Catania for more sightseeing. We visit some places which were
connected with the idea of our project – the water. We visited another
amphitheater (Greek) where we saw a
mysterious river. Then we went to a
Roman bath. And again we saw that
mysterious river – The Amenano. The
local people call it “mysterious”
because almost every part of it is
underground. We passed another castle
in Catania, too. And that was all for
today.

Fourth day:
We started the day early with little much travelling. We went to Syracuse.
There we were sightseeing and we saw The Ear of Dionysus – a cave. There
were also other caves which were carved by hand from the slaves. We saw
another amphitheater. Then we went to the center of the town and we had a
couple free hours for walks, shopping. And that was all for the day.

Fifth day:
And this morning we went to the school where we finished our blogs by posting
some information about our country and pictures. After all that work, we saw
the presentations of the Portugal because they were late in Monday. Then we
enjoyed the songs of the School Band. The Turkish teacher also sang and played
on a guitar. And then we had lunch. When we were back in the main room we
gave an evaluation of Italian mobility by filling in an anonymous pool. Then we
went back home. In the evening we were on a farewell “giro pizza” party. It was
the last day and the Italian teachers gave us the certificates. We had a lot of
fun.

I can say that my visit in Italy was a great experience which I will always
remember. I improved my English skills in talking, listening, even grammar.
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